BLOGGER EVENTS BY THE PULSE, WITH YOU

ABOUT
US
The Pulse is a marketing agency
specialising in hospitality, food and drink
founded by Sam Samuel, who has clocked
up over 20 years in marketing and

“

operations, we offer marketing, social
media, content creation, FAM trips and
blogger events.

Bloggers have become a lot

more influential when it comes
to social marketing. The right

Clients Sam has worked with includes

La Bodega Negra, Stoke House, Bleeding
Heart Restaurants, Boundary, Albion,

ones are sought after and

myhotels, Courthouse Hotels, e&o LDN

active with strong engagement.

and Athens, Eight Over Eight, Belgo and
Opium, amongst other brands.

Sam - Founder

OUR
CLIENTS
We have organized Dim Sum Masterclasses at Eight Over
Eight and e&o in London and Athens, a Sake Masterclass

at e&o in Athens, as well as a Tequila Masterclass with
Herradura and El Jimador at La Bodega Negra.
Upcoming events will take place at Drake & Morgan to
promote their new Brunch menu and Opium to give
visibility to their Cocktail Masterclasses in their bespoke
cocktail making room for events.

The Pulse

“

We were delighted with the
coverage of our Dim Sum
Masterclass and we have

already received enquiries
from clients to book.
Georgie

THE
EVENTS
Our team of foodie and drinks lovers are
interested in writing and sharing content
about what’s new. Gone are the days of
freebie invites for a normal lunch or dinner,

“

Bloggers are looking towards more fun and
interactive ways to discover what you do.
Masterclasses have proven to be a

We enjoy The Pulse events
organized for us, we are

always looking forward to

what comes next.

Jesus – Lifestyle Blogger

success because most of the time they

are networking with other Bloggers they
know. Having fun with like-minded
people and also being introduced to
something new in an experiential way.

SOCIAL
REACH
a selection of

30

A community reach of

foodie and lifestyle Bloggers

60,000

followers

“

It was fun teaching the

Average per story / post share over

150

Bloggers about Dim Sum. I am

likes and

300

passionate about Asian food
and was happy to share my

views

experience.
Aaj

PAST EVENT AND COVERAGE LINK
DIM SUM MASTERCLASS + SOCIAL REACH

BOOK
SAM@THEPULSE.LONDON
WWW.THEPULSE.LONDON

